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Spin diffusion for unitary fermions

• total ⬆+⬇ momentum conserved: particle current conserved
relative ⬆-⬇ momentum not conserved: spin current decays

spin diffusion

order of one second, which is an extremely long time compared to the
trapping period (44 ms). The underlying explanation for spin current
reversal and the slow relaxation can be found in the extremely short
mean free path and the high collision rate between opposite-spin
atoms at unitarity. According to the above estimate, the spin diffusivity
is approximately B/m, which for 6Li is (100mm)2 s21. The atom clouds
in the experiment have a length of the order of 100mm, and it takes
them of the order of a second to diffuse through each other. So we are
indeed observing quantum-limited spin diffusion. The initial bounces
will occur when the mean free path of a spin-up atom in the spin-down
cloud is smaller than the spin-down cloud size, that is, when the
mixture is hydrodynamic. Instead of quickly diffusing into the spin-
down region, it is then more likely that the spin-up atom is scattered
back into the spin-up region, where it can propagate ballistically.

After long evolution times, the oscillations shown in Fig. 1 have been
damped out, and the displacement between the centres of mass is
much smaller than the widths of the clouds. The relaxation dynamics
can then be described by linear response theory, giving access to the
spin transport coefficients. The spin drag coefficient Csd is defined as
the rate of momentum transfer between opposite-spin atoms12,14, and
is therefore related to the collision rate. From the Boltzmann transport
equation, the relaxation of the displacement d near equilibrium follows
the differential equation22

C sd
_dzv2

z d~0

in the case of strongly overdamped motion realized here. Fitting an
exponential with decay time t to the displacement gives the spin drag
coefficient of the trapped system as C sd~v2

zt. In the deeply degenerate
regime, the relationship between the measured and the microscopic
spin drag coefficient might be affected by a weak enhancement of the
effective mass23 and the attractive interaction energy between the
clouds10,22,24.

The spin drag coefficient is found to be greatest on resonance, and thus
spin conduction is slowest on resonance (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). On resonance, Csd in a homogeneous system must be given by a
function of the reduced temperature T/TF times the Fermi rate EF/B. At
high temperatures, we expect the spin drag coefficient to obey a universal
scaling C sd!nsv! EF

B T=TFð Þ{1=2. In Fig. 2 we show the spin drag
coefficient as a function of T/TF; Csd is normalized by EF/B, where EF

and TF are the local values at the centre of total mass. We observe T21/2

scaling for T/TF . 2, finding C sd~0:16 1ð Þ EF
B T=TFð Þ{1=2. At lower

temperatures, we observe a crossover from classical to non-classical
behaviour as the spin drag coefficient reaches a maximum of approxi-
mately 0.1EF/B near the Fermi temperature. We interpret this saturation
of the spin drag coefficient as a consequence of Fermi statistics and
unitarity4,5, as s and v approach values determined by the Fermi wave-
vector kF. The spin drag coefficient is inversely proportional to the spin
conductivity, which describes the spin current response to an external
spin-dependent force. Near the Fermi temperature, the maximum spin
drag coefficient corresponds to a minimum spin conductivity of the
order of kF/B. This is the slowest spin conduction possible in three
dimensions in the absence of localization.

At low temperatures, the spin drag coefficient decreases with
decreasing temperature. Reduced spin drag at low temperatures is
expected in Fermi liquids owing to Pauli blocking11,18,22,24,25, and is also
expected in one-dimensional Fermi gases26. In the case of collective
density (rather than spin) excitations, it was shown that pairing cor-
relations enhance the effective collision rate dramatically as the tem-
perature is lowered6. The effect of pairing on the spin drag coefficient
may be qualitatively different. In a simple picture, spin currents require
the flow of unpaired atoms, whereas collective density excitations
affect paired and unpaired atoms alike.

Comparing the relaxation rate to the gradient in spin density allows
us to also measure the spin diffusivity Ds. At the centre of the trap, the
spin current density Js is given by the spin diffusion equation27
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Figure 1 | Observation of spin current reversal in a resonant collision
between two oppositely spin-polarized clouds of fermions. a, b, Total
column density (a) and the difference in column densities (b: red, spin up; blue,
spin down) during the first 20 ms after the collision. The central column
densities here are typically 7 3 109 cm22. Strong repulsion is observed that
leads to a high-density interface. c, The centre of mass separation initially
oscillates at 1.63(2) times the axial trap frequency of 22.8 Hz (see
Supplementary Information) before decaying exponentially at later times. The
initial atom number per spin state is 1.2 3 106, and the temperature 200 ms
after the collision and later is 0.5TF, with TF the Fermi temperature at the centre
of each cloud. d, The trapping potential V is harmonic along the symmetry axis.
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Figure 2 | Spin drag coefficient of a trapped Fermi gas with resonant
interactions. The spin drag coefficient Csd is normalized by the Fermi rate EF/B
at the trap centre, whereas the temperature is normalized by TF 5 EF/kB. We
find agreement between measurements taken at three different axial trapping
frequencies, 22.8 Hz (red circles), 37.5 Hz (blue triangles) and 11.2 Hz (black
squares). The data for T/TF . 2 fit to a T 21/2 law (solid line). Dashed line, a
power law fit for T/TF , 0.5 to show the trend. Each point is a mean from
typically three determinations of Csd, each obtained from a time series of about
30 experimental runs and weighted according to the standard deviation from
fitting error and shot to shot fluctuations. Error bars, 61s.e.
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How slowly can spins diffuse?

experimental parameters:

Js~{Ds
L n:{n;
! "

Lz

where n"(#) is the density of spin-up (spin-down) atoms. We calculate
Js using the trap-averaged velocity as Js~

1
2 n:zn;
! "

_d, where the
densities are evaluated at the centre of total mass.

We find that the spin diffusivity is at a minimum when interactions
are resonant (see Supplementary Information). The increase in spin
diffusivity for positive scattering length a, as well as the decrease in spin
drag, argues against the existence of a ferromagnetic state in repulsive
Fermi gases, for which diffusion should stop entirely9,11. Figure 3
reports the measured spin diffusivity as a function of temperature at
unitarity. In the high-temperature limit on resonance, one expects
Ds / v/ns / T 3/2. At high temperatures, we indeed find this temper-
ature dependence, with a fit giving Ds~5:8 2ð Þ Bm T=TFð Þ3=2 for
T/TF . 2. In the degenerate regime, the spin diffusivity is seen to attain
a limiting value of 6.3(3)B/m.

When comparing these results to theoretical calculations, it is
important to account for the inhomogeneous density distributions
and velocity profiles. For a homogeneous system on resonance, and
at high temperatures compared to the Fermi temperature, we predict
Ds~1:11 B

m T=TFð Þ3=2 and C sd~0:90 EF
B T=TFð Þ{1=2 (see Supplemen-

tary Information). The measured spin drag coefficient is smaller by a
factor of 0.90/0.16(1) 5 5.6(4) while the spin diffusivity is larger by
about the same factor, 5.8(2)/1.11 5 5.3(2), compared to a homogen-
eous system at the density of the centre of total mass. These factors
reflect the inhomogeneity of the system and agree with an estimate
from the Boltzmann transport equation (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). The emergence of a superfluid core at our lowest tempera-
tures will further modify the ratio of trap-averaged to local transport
coefficients.

Finally, the measured transport coefficients give for the first time
access to the temperature dependence of the spin susceptibility, xs(T),

in strongly interacting Fermi gases. Defined as xs~
L n:{n;
! "

L m:{m;
! " , the

spin susceptibility describes the spin response to an infinitesimal effec-
tive magnetic field or chemical potential difference m"2 m# applied to
the gas, and is a crucial quantity that can discriminate between differ-
ent states of matter10. In a magnetic field gradient, particles with
opposite spin are forced apart at a rate determined by the spin con-
ductivity ss, while diffusion acts to recombine them. The balance
between the processes of diffusion and conduction therefore deter-
mines the resulting magnetization gradient, a connection expressed

in the Einstein relation11 xs 5 ss/Ds. Assuming the standard rela-
tion11,14 ss 5 n/(mCsd),

xs~
1

mdv2
z

L n:{n;
! "

Lz

where
L n:{n;ð Þ

Lz is evaluated near the trap centre. The inhomogeneous
trapping potential does not affect the measurement of xs in the hydro-
dynamic limit at high temperatures (see Supplementary Information).
Close to the transition to superfluidity, interaction effects may modify
the relation between ss and Csd.

Figure 4 reports our findings for the spin susceptibility at unitarity, as
a function of the dimensionless temperature T/TF. At high tempera-
tures, we observe the Curie law xs 5 n/(kBT), where kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. In this classical regime of uncorrelated spins, the susceptibility
equals the (normalized) compressibility of the gas n2k 5 hn/hm that
we also directly obtain from our profiles. At degenerate tempera-
tures, the measured spin susceptibility becomes smaller than the nor-
malized compressibility. This is expected for a Fermi liquid, where

xs~
3n

2EF

1
1zFa

0
and k~

3
2nEF

1
1zFs

0
with Landau parameters Fs

0 and

Fa
0 describing the density (s) and spin (a) response10. The spin suscepti-

bility is expected to strongly decrease at sufficiently low temperatures in
the superfluid phase, as pairs will form that will not break in the pres-
ence of an infinitesimal magnetic field. It is currently debated whether
the strongly interacting Fermi gas above the superfluid transition tem-
perature is a Fermi liquid23 or a state with an excitation gap (pseudo-
gap)28,29. The opening of a gap in the excitation spectrum would be
revealed as a downturn of the spin susceptibility below a certain tem-
perature. Such a downturn is not observed in xs down to T/TF < 0.2,
and therefore our spin susceptibility data agree down to this point with
the expected behaviour for a Fermi liquid.

In conclusion, we have studied spin transport in strongly interacting
Fermi gases. The spin diffusivity was found to attain a limiting value of
about 6.3B/m, establishing the quantum limit of diffusion for strongly
interacting Fermi gases. Away from resonance, the diffusivity increases.
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Figure 3 | Spin diffusivity of a trapped Fermi gas. Shown is the spin
diffusivity on resonance (Ds, normalized by B/m; filled circles) as a function of
the dimensionless temperature T/TF. At high temperatures, Ds obeys the
universal T 3/2 behaviour (solid line). At low temperatures, Ds approaches a
constant value of 6.3(3)B/m for temperatures below about 0.5TF, establishing
the quantum limit of spin diffusion for strongly interacting Fermi gases. Error
bars, 61s.e.
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Figure 4 | Spin susceptibility on resonance. a, Spin susceptibility (xs, open
red circles) and isothermal compressibility (k, filled blue circles), normalized by
the values for an ideal Fermi gas at zero temperature. For temperatures below
TF, xs becomes suppressed relative to k, owing to interactions between
opposite-spin atoms. Dashed line, xs of a non-interacting Fermi gas for
comparison. b, Red circles, xs divided by the value of n2k obtained from the
same clouds. At temperatures above TF, the ratio of xs to n2k approaches unity
(dashed line). Error bars, 61s.e.
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Mott-Ioffe-Regel (MIR) limit



Luttinger-Ward approach

• repeated particle-particle scattering dominant in dilute gas:

                                                    self-consistent T-matrix 

                                                    self-consistent fermion propagator
                                                    (300 momenta / 300 Matsubara frequencies)   

• spectral function A(k,ε) at Tc

Haussmann et al. 2009

Finite temperature QMC calculations of the spectral func-
tion at unitarity by Bulgac et al. !67" indicate the presence of
a gapped particle excitation spectrum of form #4.1$ also

above the critical temperature, which is not found in our
approach. More generally, it is evident from the spectral
functions of the unitary gas above Tc which are shown in
Fig. 3 that a simple pseudogap ansatz for the spectral func-
tion !69" is not consistent with our results. As can be seen
from the lower three graphs in Fig. 3, our approach leads to
a single, broad, ungapped excitation peak with a quadratic
dispersion at temperatures T!Tc instead of two excitation
branches with a gapped BCS-like dispersion as expected
from the pseudogap approach. In particular we do not ob-
serve a strong suppression of spectral weight near the chemi-
cal potential.

Apart from the dominant peaks discussed above our spec-
tral functions show some additional structures that have
much smaller weight, however. Specifically, at unitarity and
temperatures above Tc a small second peak is visible for k
"kF in Fig. 3. At T=0.3TF this residual peak contains %17%
of the spectral weight. The situation is similar on the BEC
side of the Feshbach resonance at v=1, where above Tc a
second peak at negative energies is present for k"kF, with a
spectral weight of %22%.

Recent experiments by Stewart et al. !19" have succeeded
to perform rf spectroscopy in a momentum-resolved manner
from which one directly obtains the hole spectral function
A−#k ,#$ as a function of both momentum and energy. A

FIG. 3. #Color$ Density plots of the spectral function A#k ,#$ at unitarity !v=1 / #kFa$=0" for different temperatures. From top left to
bottom right: T /TF=0.01, 0.06, 0.14, 0.160#Tc$, 0.18, and 0.30. The white horizontal lines mark the chemical potential $. At temperatures
smaller than the superfluid transition temperature Tc two quasiparticle structures with a BCS-like dispersion can be seen. The width of the
spectral peaks is of the same order as the quasiparticle energy. With increasing temperature the two branches gradually merge into a single
quasiparticle structure with a quadratic dispersion above Tc. Note, however, that the quadratic dispersion is shifted to negative frequencies
compared to the bare fermion dispersion relation. This Hartree shift is of the order of U=−0.46#F and is essentially responsible for the
shifted rf spectra in the normal phase in Fig. 6.
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FIG. 4. #Color online$ The spectral function A#k ,#$ as a func-
tion of # for selected fixed values k at unitarity v=1 / #kFa$=0 and at
criticality T /TF=0.160#Tc$. The selected values of the wave number
k are represented by the colors of the lines corresponding to the
peaks from left to right: k /kF=0.00 #black$, 0.52 #red$, 0.77 #or-
ange$, 1.00 #green$, 1.26 #cyan$, 1.51 #blue$, and 2.02 #magenta$.
The different methods for calculating the spectral function are dis-
tinguished by the line styles: maximum-entropy method #solid
lines$ and Padé approximation #dashed lines$.

SPECTRAL FUNCTIONS AND RF RESPONSE OF… PHYSICAL REVIEW A 80, 063612 #2009$

063612-11

Haussmann 1993, 1994;
Haussmann et al. 2007

works above and below Tc;
directly in continuum limit

Tc=0.16(1) and ξ=0.36(1) 
agree with experiment

conserving: exactly fulfills scale 
invariance and Tan relations
Enss PRA 2012



Dynamical spin conductivity

exact high-frequency tail
Hofmann PRA 2011;
Enss & Haussmann PRL 2012
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s (x, t), j

z
s (0, 0)

⇤↵

js(x, t) = j"(x, t)� j#(x, t)with spin current operator

induced. Hence, the Aslamazov-Larkin correction to the
spin current vanishes exactly in the spin balanced case,
JAL!!0s ¼ 0, which constitutes an important simplification.

We solve the self-consistent equation for the fully dressed
current vertex J!!0 by iteration and obtain the current corre-
lation function (1) via the Kubo formula [9]. Since the
correlation function "jn=jsðq ¼ 0; i!mÞ is evaluated at
discrete imaginary Matsubara frequencies i!m, we must
perform an analytic continuation in order to obtain the
physically relevant correlation function "jn=jsð!Þ for real
frequencies !. We use Padé approximants and find that the
continuation is robust at low temperatures if we vary the
number of Matsubara frequencies, and it yields the correct
high-frequency tail (see below). Specifically, we oversample
theMatsubara data twicewith a spline fit and use the first five
Matsubara frequencies in order to extract the spin drag rate
!sd. We validate our strong coupling calculation by confirm-
ing that !sð!Þ indeed fulfills the spin f-sum rule (3) within
1%. Since we have constructed the formalism to satisfy the
sum rules exactly, this quantifies the numerical accuracy of
our self-consistent solution and the analytical continuation.

Spin conductivity.—The resulting spin conductivity
!sð!Þ is shown in Fig. 2 for reduced temperature T=TF ¼
0:5 where it has the lowest dc value !s ¼ 0:8n=m (red
circles). In a Drude model the conductivity would assume a
form !Drude

s ð!Þ ¼ ðn=mÞ!sd=ð!2 þ !2
sdÞ (solid black line)

with total spectral weight given by the sum rule. The spin
drag rate !sd is a parameter which we determine from the
dc limit !s ¼ n=m!sd of our full numerical solution. We
find that the true !sð!Þ deviates from the Drude model for
! * EF: spectral weight is transferred from the region
! & 8EF to higher frequencies where it forms a power-
law tail !sð! ! 1Þ %!&3=2 (dotted blue line in Fig. 2).

The high-frequency response generally depends on the
nonuniversal short-distance behavior of the interatomic
potential. However, for a broad Feshbach resonance as in

6Li [2] this potential has a range much shorter than the
particle spacing, kFjrej ' 1, and becomes effectively a
contact interaction. In this case the correlation functions
exhibit universal power-law tails in the high-frequency range
maxðEF; kBTÞ=@ ' ! ' @=ðmr2eÞ [27] which depend only
on the Tan contact density C [28]. In the high-frequency
limit the exact transport equations can be solved analytically
in a manner analogous to the viscosity response [9], and we
obtain the universal spin conductivity tail

!sð! ! 1Þ ¼ @1=2C
3#ðm!Þ3=2

(4)

in agreement with the result from the operator product
expansion [29]. Similar tails appear in other transport prop-
erties such as the viscosity [9,23,29,30]. The value for the
Tan contact density C ¼ 0:0863k4F at T=TF ¼ 0:5 extracted
from the tail of !sð!Þ agrees better than 1% with the value
C ¼ 0:0860k4F from the tail of the momentum distribution
nk % Ck&4 [9]. A similar behavior of !sð!Þ is observed for
all temperatures T ( Tc.
We now turn to the dc limit and plot the spin drag rate

!sd ¼ n=m!s in Fig. 3 (solid red line). The spin drag has a
maximum value of !sd ) 1:2EF=@ in the quantum degen-
erate regime around T=TF ¼ 0:5 and decreases both for
lower and higher temperatures. In the high-temperature
limit of a classical gas the Luttinger-Ward transport equa-
tions can be solved analytically to leading order in
the fugacity [9], and we obtain !sd ¼ ð32

ffiffiffi
2

p
=9#3=2Þ*

ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ for T + TF in
agreement with Boltzmann kinetic theory [4,15]. The fact
that the numerical solution at large temperatures agrees
with the analytical result for T + TF is a nontrivial vali-
dation of our analytical continuation procedure.
The measured spin drag rate in a trapped unitary Fermi

gas [4] (blue squares in Fig. 3) has the same qualitative
behavior as our numerical data, with a broad maximum
between T=TF ¼ 0:4; . . . ; 0:8. Note that the absolute spin
drag rate cannot be directly compared to our calculation for
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induced. Hence, the Aslamazov-Larkin correction to the
spin current vanishes exactly in the spin balanced case,
JAL!!0s ¼ 0, which constitutes an important simplification.

We solve the self-consistent equation for the fully dressed
current vertex J!!0 by iteration and obtain the current corre-
lation function (1) via the Kubo formula [9]. Since the
correlation function "jn=jsðq ¼ 0; i!mÞ is evaluated at
discrete imaginary Matsubara frequencies i!m, we must
perform an analytic continuation in order to obtain the
physically relevant correlation function "jn=jsð!Þ for real
frequencies !. We use Padé approximants and find that the
continuation is robust at low temperatures if we vary the
number of Matsubara frequencies, and it yields the correct
high-frequency tail (see below). Specifically, we oversample
theMatsubara data twicewith a spline fit and use the first five
Matsubara frequencies in order to extract the spin drag rate
!sd. We validate our strong coupling calculation by confirm-
ing that !sð!Þ indeed fulfills the spin f-sum rule (3) within
1%. Since we have constructed the formalism to satisfy the
sum rules exactly, this quantifies the numerical accuracy of
our self-consistent solution and the analytical continuation.

Spin conductivity.—The resulting spin conductivity
!sð!Þ is shown in Fig. 2 for reduced temperature T=TF ¼
0:5 where it has the lowest dc value !s ¼ 0:8n=m (red
circles). In a Drude model the conductivity would assume a
form !Drude

s ð!Þ ¼ ðn=mÞ!sd=ð!2 þ !2
sdÞ (solid black line)

with total spectral weight given by the sum rule. The spin
drag rate !sd is a parameter which we determine from the
dc limit !s ¼ n=m!sd of our full numerical solution. We
find that the true !sð!Þ deviates from the Drude model for
! * EF: spectral weight is transferred from the region
! & 8EF to higher frequencies where it forms a power-
law tail !sð! ! 1Þ %!&3=2 (dotted blue line in Fig. 2).

The high-frequency response generally depends on the
nonuniversal short-distance behavior of the interatomic
potential. However, for a broad Feshbach resonance as in

6Li [2] this potential has a range much shorter than the
particle spacing, kFjrej ' 1, and becomes effectively a
contact interaction. In this case the correlation functions
exhibit universal power-law tails in the high-frequency range
maxðEF; kBTÞ=@ ' ! ' @=ðmr2eÞ [27] which depend only
on the Tan contact density C [28]. In the high-frequency
limit the exact transport equations can be solved analytically
in a manner analogous to the viscosity response [9], and we
obtain the universal spin conductivity tail

!sð! ! 1Þ ¼ @1=2C
3#ðm!Þ3=2

(4)

in agreement with the result from the operator product
expansion [29]. Similar tails appear in other transport prop-
erties such as the viscosity [9,23,29,30]. The value for the
Tan contact density C ¼ 0:0863k4F at T=TF ¼ 0:5 extracted
from the tail of !sð!Þ agrees better than 1% with the value
C ¼ 0:0860k4F from the tail of the momentum distribution
nk % Ck&4 [9]. A similar behavior of !sð!Þ is observed for
all temperatures T ( Tc.
We now turn to the dc limit and plot the spin drag rate

!sd ¼ n=m!s in Fig. 3 (solid red line). The spin drag has a
maximum value of !sd ) 1:2EF=@ in the quantum degen-
erate regime around T=TF ¼ 0:5 and decreases both for
lower and higher temperatures. In the high-temperature
limit of a classical gas the Luttinger-Ward transport equa-
tions can be solved analytically to leading order in
the fugacity [9], and we obtain !sd ¼ ð32

ffiffiffi
2

p
=9#3=2Þ*

ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ for T + TF in
agreement with Boltzmann kinetic theory [4,15]. The fact
that the numerical solution at large temperatures agrees
with the analytical result for T + TF is a nontrivial vali-
dation of our analytical continuation procedure.
The measured spin drag rate in a trapped unitary Fermi

gas [4] (blue squares in Fig. 3) has the same qualitative
behavior as our numerical data, with a broad maximum
between T=TF ¼ 0:4; . . . ; 0:8. Note that the absolute spin
drag rate cannot be directly compared to our calculation for
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FIG. 2 (color online). Spin conductivity !sð!Þ (in units of@n=mEF) vs frequency (red circles) at T ¼ 0:5TF. The Drude
model (solid black line) has the same total spectral weight as
!sð!Þ given by the spin f-sum rule. Part of the spectral weight is
transferred from lower frequencies into a universal high-
frequency tail (dotted blue line) !sð! ! 1Þ ¼ C=3#ðm!Þ3=2
with Tan contact density C ¼ 0:086k4F [9].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Spin drag rate !sd (in units of EF=@) vs
reduced temperature T=TF (solid red line). The experimental
data [4] (blue squares) for a trapped gas are rescaled up by a
factor of 5.3 to compensate for the effect of the trapping
potential. The dashed black line is the result from kinetic theory,
!sd ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@.
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induced. Hence, the Aslamazov-Larkin correction to the
spin current vanishes exactly in the spin balanced case,
JAL!!0s ¼ 0, which constitutes an important simplification.

We solve the self-consistent equation for the fully dressed
current vertex J!!0 by iteration and obtain the current corre-
lation function (1) via the Kubo formula [9]. Since the
correlation function "jn=jsðq ¼ 0; i!mÞ is evaluated at
discrete imaginary Matsubara frequencies i!m, we must
perform an analytic continuation in order to obtain the
physically relevant correlation function "jn=jsð!Þ for real
frequencies !. We use Padé approximants and find that the
continuation is robust at low temperatures if we vary the
number of Matsubara frequencies, and it yields the correct
high-frequency tail (see below). Specifically, we oversample
theMatsubara data twicewith a spline fit and use the first five
Matsubara frequencies in order to extract the spin drag rate
!sd. We validate our strong coupling calculation by confirm-
ing that !sð!Þ indeed fulfills the spin f-sum rule (3) within
1%. Since we have constructed the formalism to satisfy the
sum rules exactly, this quantifies the numerical accuracy of
our self-consistent solution and the analytical continuation.

Spin conductivity.—The resulting spin conductivity
!sð!Þ is shown in Fig. 2 for reduced temperature T=TF ¼
0:5 where it has the lowest dc value !s ¼ 0:8n=m (red
circles). In a Drude model the conductivity would assume a
form !Drude

s ð!Þ ¼ ðn=mÞ!sd=ð!2 þ !2
sdÞ (solid black line)

with total spectral weight given by the sum rule. The spin
drag rate !sd is a parameter which we determine from the
dc limit !s ¼ n=m!sd of our full numerical solution. We
find that the true !sð!Þ deviates from the Drude model for
! * EF: spectral weight is transferred from the region
! & 8EF to higher frequencies where it forms a power-
law tail !sð! ! 1Þ %!&3=2 (dotted blue line in Fig. 2).

The high-frequency response generally depends on the
nonuniversal short-distance behavior of the interatomic
potential. However, for a broad Feshbach resonance as in

6Li [2] this potential has a range much shorter than the
particle spacing, kFjrej ' 1, and becomes effectively a
contact interaction. In this case the correlation functions
exhibit universal power-law tails in the high-frequency range
maxðEF; kBTÞ=@ ' ! ' @=ðmr2eÞ [27] which depend only
on the Tan contact density C [28]. In the high-frequency
limit the exact transport equations can be solved analytically
in a manner analogous to the viscosity response [9], and we
obtain the universal spin conductivity tail

!sð! ! 1Þ ¼ @1=2C
3#ðm!Þ3=2

(4)

in agreement with the result from the operator product
expansion [29]. Similar tails appear in other transport prop-
erties such as the viscosity [9,23,29,30]. The value for the
Tan contact density C ¼ 0:0863k4F at T=TF ¼ 0:5 extracted
from the tail of !sð!Þ agrees better than 1% with the value
C ¼ 0:0860k4F from the tail of the momentum distribution
nk % Ck&4 [9]. A similar behavior of !sð!Þ is observed for
all temperatures T ( Tc.
We now turn to the dc limit and plot the spin drag rate

!sd ¼ n=m!s in Fig. 3 (solid red line). The spin drag has a
maximum value of !sd ) 1:2EF=@ in the quantum degen-
erate regime around T=TF ¼ 0:5 and decreases both for
lower and higher temperatures. In the high-temperature
limit of a classical gas the Luttinger-Ward transport equa-
tions can be solved analytically to leading order in
the fugacity [9], and we obtain !sd ¼ ð32

ffiffiffi
2

p
=9#3=2Þ*

ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ for T + TF in
agreement with Boltzmann kinetic theory [4,15]. The fact
that the numerical solution at large temperatures agrees
with the analytical result for T + TF is a nontrivial vali-
dation of our analytical continuation procedure.
The measured spin drag rate in a trapped unitary Fermi

gas [4] (blue squares in Fig. 3) has the same qualitative
behavior as our numerical data, with a broad maximum
between T=TF ¼ 0:4; . . . ; 0:8. Note that the absolute spin
drag rate cannot be directly compared to our calculation for
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FIG. 2 (color online). Spin conductivity !sð!Þ (in units of@n=mEF) vs frequency (red circles) at T ¼ 0:5TF. The Drude
model (solid black line) has the same total spectral weight as
!sð!Þ given by the spin f-sum rule. Part of the spectral weight is
transferred from lower frequencies into a universal high-
frequency tail (dotted blue line) !sð! ! 1Þ ¼ C=3#ðm!Þ3=2
with Tan contact density C ¼ 0:086k4F [9].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Spin drag rate !sd (in units of EF=@) vs
reduced temperature T=TF (solid red line). The experimental
data [4] (blue squares) for a trapped gas are rescaled up by a
factor of 5.3 to compensate for the effect of the trapping
potential. The dashed black line is the result from kinetic theory,
!sd ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@.
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induced. Hence, the Aslamazov-Larkin correction to the
spin current vanishes exactly in the spin balanced case,
JAL!!0s ¼ 0, which constitutes an important simplification.

We solve the self-consistent equation for the fully dressed
current vertex J!!0 by iteration and obtain the current corre-
lation function (1) via the Kubo formula [9]. Since the
correlation function "jn=jsðq ¼ 0; i!mÞ is evaluated at
discrete imaginary Matsubara frequencies i!m, we must
perform an analytic continuation in order to obtain the
physically relevant correlation function "jn=jsð!Þ for real
frequencies !. We use Padé approximants and find that the
continuation is robust at low temperatures if we vary the
number of Matsubara frequencies, and it yields the correct
high-frequency tail (see below). Specifically, we oversample
theMatsubara data twicewith a spline fit and use the first five
Matsubara frequencies in order to extract the spin drag rate
!sd. We validate our strong coupling calculation by confirm-
ing that !sð!Þ indeed fulfills the spin f-sum rule (3) within
1%. Since we have constructed the formalism to satisfy the
sum rules exactly, this quantifies the numerical accuracy of
our self-consistent solution and the analytical continuation.

Spin conductivity.—The resulting spin conductivity
!sð!Þ is shown in Fig. 2 for reduced temperature T=TF ¼
0:5 where it has the lowest dc value !s ¼ 0:8n=m (red
circles). In a Drude model the conductivity would assume a
form !Drude

s ð!Þ ¼ ðn=mÞ!sd=ð!2 þ !2
sdÞ (solid black line)

with total spectral weight given by the sum rule. The spin
drag rate !sd is a parameter which we determine from the
dc limit !s ¼ n=m!sd of our full numerical solution. We
find that the true !sð!Þ deviates from the Drude model for
! * EF: spectral weight is transferred from the region
! & 8EF to higher frequencies where it forms a power-
law tail !sð! ! 1Þ %!&3=2 (dotted blue line in Fig. 2).

The high-frequency response generally depends on the
nonuniversal short-distance behavior of the interatomic
potential. However, for a broad Feshbach resonance as in

6Li [2] this potential has a range much shorter than the
particle spacing, kFjrej ' 1, and becomes effectively a
contact interaction. In this case the correlation functions
exhibit universal power-law tails in the high-frequency range
maxðEF; kBTÞ=@ ' ! ' @=ðmr2eÞ [27] which depend only
on the Tan contact density C [28]. In the high-frequency
limit the exact transport equations can be solved analytically
in a manner analogous to the viscosity response [9], and we
obtain the universal spin conductivity tail

!sð! ! 1Þ ¼ @1=2C
3#ðm!Þ3=2

(4)

in agreement with the result from the operator product
expansion [29]. Similar tails appear in other transport prop-
erties such as the viscosity [9,23,29,30]. The value for the
Tan contact density C ¼ 0:0863k4F at T=TF ¼ 0:5 extracted
from the tail of !sð!Þ agrees better than 1% with the value
C ¼ 0:0860k4F from the tail of the momentum distribution
nk % Ck&4 [9]. A similar behavior of !sð!Þ is observed for
all temperatures T ( Tc.
We now turn to the dc limit and plot the spin drag rate

!sd ¼ n=m!s in Fig. 3 (solid red line). The spin drag has a
maximum value of !sd ) 1:2EF=@ in the quantum degen-
erate regime around T=TF ¼ 0:5 and decreases both for
lower and higher temperatures. In the high-temperature
limit of a classical gas the Luttinger-Ward transport equa-
tions can be solved analytically to leading order in
the fugacity [9], and we obtain !sd ¼ ð32

ffiffiffi
2

p
=9#3=2Þ*

ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ ¼ 0:9ðT=TFÞ&1=2EF=@ for T + TF in
agreement with Boltzmann kinetic theory [4,15]. The fact
that the numerical solution at large temperatures agrees
with the analytical result for T + TF is a nontrivial vali-
dation of our analytical continuation procedure.
The measured spin drag rate in a trapped unitary Fermi

gas [4] (blue squares in Fig. 3) has the same qualitative
behavior as our numerical data, with a broad maximum
between T=TF ¼ 0:4; . . . ; 0:8. Note that the absolute spin
drag rate cannot be directly compared to our calculation for
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Spin diffusivity

• obtain diffusivity from Einstein relation,

                                                                                      minimum

(dashed black line). In the strongly interacting region
near Tc, however, the fermions cease to be well-defined
quasiparticles [17,18] and the Boltzmann theory is not
applicable. Therefore, we employ the strong coupling
Luttinger-Ward theory to compute spin transport. The
Luttinger-Ward (or 2PI) formalism [19,20] is based on
the self-consistent T matrix for repeated particle-particle
scattering and becomes exact at high temperatures. In the
most interesting regime near Tc and unitarity there is no
small parameter to estimate its accuracy. Instead, a com-
parison with experiment shows that it accurately describes
both the normal and the superfluid phase of the BEC-BCS
crossover problem [21]: the values for Tc=TF ¼ 0:16ð1Þ
and the Bertsch parameter ! ¼ 0:36ð1Þ agree within error
bounds with precision experimental [13] and diagrammatic
Monte Carlo [22] results. We have devised a framework
which includes all diagrams needed to exactly fulfill the
conservation laws including scale invariance [9] and the
Tan relations [11].

The Luttinger-Ward theory has recently been extended to
compute transport coefficients in linear response using the
Kubo formula: this gives access to the frequency-dependent
shear viscosity of the unitary Fermi gas, which was found
to satisfy the exact viscosity sum rule [9,23].We now extend
this work to the case of spin transport in order to explain the
recent experiment by Sommer et al. [4], and we proceed as
follows: first we compute the frequency-dependent spin
conductivity "sð!Þ of the unitary Fermi gas. The dc value
"s ¼ "sð! ¼ 0Þ determines the spin drag rate !sd ¼
n=m"s at density n, which is the rate of momentum transfer
between atoms of opposite spin. We then compute the spin
susceptibility #s ¼ @ðn" $ n#Þ=@ð$" $$#Þ which charac-
terizes the magnetic properties of the system [14,24].
Finally, we determine the spin diffusivity shown in Fig. 1
by the Einstein relation Ds ¼ "s=#s.

The strongly interacting two-component Fermi gas is
described by the grand canonical Hamiltonian

H ¼
X

k;"

ð"k $$"Þcyk"ck" þ g0
V

X

k;k0;q

cyk"c
y
k0#ck0$q#ckþq"

where "k ¼ k2=2m (@ & 1) is the free particle dispersion
and$" the chemical potential for the" ¼" , # components.
The s-wave contact interaction g0 acts only between differ-
ent fermion species at low temperatures. The bare interac-
tion is singular in the ultraviolet [2] and needs to be
regularized; the renormalized coupling g ¼ 4%@2a=m
determines the s-wave scattering length a.
The transport coefficients are obtained from the micro-

scopic model via the retarded number-current or spin-
current correlation function

#jn=jsðq; !Þ ¼ i@ Z 1

0
dt

Z
d3xeið!t$q'xÞ

( h½ðjz" * jz# Þðx; tÞ; ðjz" * jz# Þð0; 0Þ+i: (1)

The spin selective current operators in Fourier representa-
tion are given by j"ðqÞ ¼ V$1P

kð@k=mÞcyk$q=2;"ckþq=2;".

The correlation function determines the conductivity

"n=sð!Þ ¼ lim
q!0

Im#jn=jsðq; !Þ
!

(2)

which measures the relaxation of a global number or spin
current at frequency !. The total response integrated over
all frequencies is proportional to the particle density by the
number or spin f-sum rule [25,26]

Z 1

$1

d!

%
"n=sð!Þ ¼ n

m
: (3)

For a momentum-conserving interaction the particle cur-
rent cannot decay and "nð!Þ ¼ %n&ð!Þ=m. In contrast,
scattering transfers momentum between " and # particles so
that the spin current relaxes and "sð!Þ has a nontrivial
structure.
We compute the current correlation function (1) using

field theoretical methods and Feynman diagrams in the
Matsubara formalism [25]. The current operator jz ¼ jz" *
jz# implies a current response vertex J""0 ¼ J0""0 þ JMT

""0 þ
JAL""0 in the Feynman diagrams which splits into three con-
tributions [9,20] (","0 are the spin indices of incoming and
outgoing fermion lines). The first term is the bare number
(spin) current vertex J0""0nðpÞ ¼ pz'

0
""0 [J0""0sðpÞ ¼

pz'
3
""0] with the ‘ ¼ 1 partial wave component of the

momentum p and Pauli matrices 'j. The other two terms
are current vertex corrections which are required to fulfill
the conservation laws. The Maki-Thompson (MT) contri-
bution describes direct scattering between quasiparticles
while the Aslamazov-Larkin (AL) term captures the in-
duced current of fermion pairs, or molecules (for details
see Ref. [9]). For a mass current both " and # fermions move
in the same direction and induce a current of pairs, leading
to a sizeable AL term. In contrast, for a spin current " and #
atoms move in opposite directions [4] and no pair current is
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FIG. 1 (color online). Spin diffusivity Ds vs reduced tempera-
ture T=TF (solid red line) in the normal phase, T > Tc ’ 0:16TF.
The experimental data [4] (blue squares) for the trapped gas are
rescaled down by a factor of 4.7 to compensate for the effect of
the trapping potential. The dashed black line is the result from
kinetic theory, Ds ¼ 1:1ðT=TFÞ3=2@=m.
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Figure 3

Spin dipole: a [from (55)]: Contour plots of the polarization and spin current density (arrows) in
the xz-plane, for a longitudinal spin dipole mode excited along z. The red dashed contour shows
where the density has fallen to 0.1 of the central value. b,c [From (56)]: A Fermi gas is prepared
by segregating the two spin components into two initially disconnected reservoirs at equilibrium
by means of a thin optical barrier with a waist of about 2µm (green). Spin dipole dynamics show
the local spin relaxation rate ~/⌧"

F

, plotted here as a function of 1/k
F

a for 0.31  T/T

F

 0.7.
Experimental points are obtained by fitting dynamics at t > 50ms to the solution of the di↵usion
model 15. A maximum in the local spin relaxation rate ⌧

�1 corresponds to a minimum in the
global damping rate �

SD

. Lines are predictions from T-matrix kinetic theory, assuming the
nominal initial T/T

F

and allowing a ±20% temperature variation (shaded areas). These data and
Figure 1b indicate that the minimum ⌧ occurs at moderate degeneracy and near-resonant
interactions.

In a spin-echo sequence, t/2 of winding and t/2 of un-winding yield a replacement

t3/3 7! t3/12 in the magnetization decay; whereas the phase �(t) keeps accumulating since

it is reversed synchronously with M
z

. Equation 11. can be solved analytically (28) for

arbitrary transverse magnetization. At the spin-echo time,

|M
xy

(t)| = |M
xy

(0)|
p

⌘�1W (⌘ exp[⌘ � 2D?↵2t3/3]) 14.

with the Lambert W function, the initial transverse amplitude ⌘ ⌘ µ2

|M
xy

(0)|2/(1+µ2M2

z

),

and the real part of the e↵ective di↵usivity D? = D?
0

/(1 + µ2M2

z

). The behavior is

illustrated in Figure 2b,c. For small |M
xy

(0)| it reproduces the Leggett solution 13. but

for ⌘ & 1 (large � = µn/2 in the figure) the initial decay with D?(t = 0) = D?
0

/(1 + ⌘)

is much slower than the µ = 0 case and suggests an apparent di↵usivity slowed down by

a factor 1/(1 + ⌘), emphasizing the need to determine µ for accurate determination of D?
0

from magnetization dynamics. For larger times, the magnetization decay deviates from the

cubic exponential form and accelerates as |M
xy

| itself decays.

2.2. Longitudinal trap dynamics

Most experiments with ultracold atoms are performed in an external trapping potential,

that is to first approximation harmonic. The trapped gas has characteristic collective modes

of density, where spin-up and -down move in phase, and spin, where they oscillate out-of-

phase (57). In fact, the longitudinal component of the spin hydrodynamic equations depends
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Longitudinal vs transverse spin diffusion
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One of the prime results of  the present theory, previously reported 
elsewhere, 2 is the distinction, in a degenerate Fermi system, between trans- 
verse and longitudinal spin diffusion processes. Since the theory of  this effect, 
given below, is complicated mathematically we would like to present some 
heuristic arguments that may give some insight into the difference. As we 
will see, the main effect is a difference in phase space for the collisions 
responsible for the spin diffusion. Consider first longitudinal spin diffusion. 
Mathematically, we can write the magnetization as m = m~ where m is the 
magnitude and ~ the direction. Then Vm = ~Vm + mV~. The first term drives 
a "longitudinal" spin current, which in spin space is parallel to m. The 
magnetization gradient is in the magnitude of the magnetization, giving an 
uneven picket fence as shown in Fig. I a. In the case of a polarized degenerate 
system, the Fermi spheres, shown in momentum space in Fig. lb, corre- 
sponding to two positions at x and x + dx, are not quite the same size. The 
one at x has an up-spin sphere that is a little larger than that at x + dx, and 
the down-spin sphere at x is a little smaller than that at x + dx. Consider the 
diffusion of  an up spin from x to x + dx. If that spin is in the narrow annular 

(a) 

x+dx @ 
M - dM 

x 

M (b) 

superimposed fermi spheres 

Fig. 1. Longitudinal spin diffusion. The gradient is in the length of the 
magnetization vector as shown in (a). Thus the fermi spheres of up and 
down spins are of different sizes at different positions as shown in (b). To 
restore equilibrium scattering need occur only right at the Fermi surfaces. 
The spin current is parallel to the local magnetization. 
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region of up signs that constitutes the difference between the two up-spin 
Fermi spheres, it is out of equilibrium when it reaches x +dx and must 
scatter to become equilibrated. Up spins that are farther down in the Fermi 
sphere may not be able to move from x because their momentum states at 
x + dx are already occupied; or perhaps such a spin has a large wave packet 
so that it is really the same spin as in the momentum state at x + dx. Thus 
the scattering occurs just in a little layer around the Fermi sphere and the 
spin diffusion coefficient will have the characteristic 1 /T  2 factor that arises 
from scattering limited to the Fermi surface. 

On the other hand in a spin-echo experiment the spins are tipped at an 
angle from the field direction. A gradient field then causes them to precess 
at differing rates so that the tips of the spins form a spiral as shown in Fig. 
2a. The gradient in magnetization then corresponds to the term mV6. There 
is then a "transverse" spin current along V6, which is perpendicular to m. 
As shown in Fig. 2b below, the Fermi spheres are the same size at x and 
x + dx; but they have slightly different directions of magnetization. (The 
different directions of magnetization are greatly exaggerated in the Figure.) 
Thus a spin migrating from x to x + dx in any momentum state between the 
up and down Fermi spheres is out of equilibrium and must scatter to return 

/ (a) 

x x+dx  

(b) 

M(x) M(x+dx) 
Fig. 2. Transverse spin diffusion. In a spin echo experiment the spins are 
tipped away from the external field and a gradient field causes a spiral 
to form as shown in (a). The spin current, which is now driven by a 
gradient in the direction of  the magnetization and not its magnitude, is 
transverse to the local magnetization. To restore equilibrium all spins 
between the two Fermi surfaces must scatter. 
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the weak-coupling limit the scattering cross section is
4πa2 and the term in parentheses in Eqn. (60) approaches
4πa2/λ2

T .
In two dimensions we find

1

τ⊥
=

nλ2
T

πβ
λ4
T

!

dk k3
exp(−k2λ2

T /2π)

ln2(k2a22D) + π2
(63)

=
2πnλ2

T

βQ
=

4πkBTF

Q

with

Q = ln2(2βεB/3) + π2 (64)

evaluated at the saddle point of the k integral [32]. The
scattering time and diffusivity

τ⊥ =
!Q

4πkBTF
, D0

⊥ =
!Q

4πm∗

T

TF
(2D) (65)

again agree with the longitudinal scattering time and dif-
fusivity in the Boltzmann limit [18, 19].

The second limit where τ⊥ simplifies is the unpolarized
limit βh → 0 at arbitrary temperature in the normal
phase T > Tc. The prefactor sinh(βh)/(P+ − P−) →
β/n, and the angular average becomes [I−0 + I+0 ]I0 →
2I20 (a, b, c = 0):

1

τ⊥
=

8S3
dβ

d(2π)2dm∗2n

!

dq qd−1

!

dk kd+2 dσ

dΩ
I20 . (66)

We shall see below in section III B that this coincides
with the longitudinal scattering rate in the unpolarized
limit.

B. Longitudinal diffusion

For longitudinal spin diffusion one may linearize the
distribution matrix with a variation (41) that remains
diagonal in the spin indices. Then also the linearized
collision integral (16) is diagonal, and following the stan-
dard derivation one obtains the longitudinal scattering
rate [8, 17–19]

1

τ∥
=

2βn

(2π)2dm∗2n+n−

!

ddq ddk dΩ k
dσ

dΩ

× n1+n2−ñ3+ñ4−kj(kj − k′j). (67)

The angular average yields
!

dΩq dΩk dΩn1+n2−ñ3+ñ4−kj(kj − k′j)

=
S3
d

d
k2[I2ℓ=0(a, b, c)− I2ℓ=1(a, b, c)] (68)

in terms of the functions Iℓ(a, b, c) defined in Eqns. (55),
(56), and

1

τ∥
=

2S3
dβn

d(2π)2dm∗2n+n−

! ∞

0

dq qd−1

! ∞

0

dk kd+2

×
dσ

dΩ
[I20 − I21 ]. (69)
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FIG. 1: Transverse and longitudinal spin diffusivities D⊥ and
D∥ vs reduced temperature T/TF for different polarizations
M for the unitary Fermi gas in three dimensions. The collision
integral is computed using the vacuum T -matrix.

In the Boltzmann limit T ≫ TF one finds I2ℓ=0 →
z+z− exp(−βεq/2) exp(−2βεk) and Iℓ=1 → 0, hence (69)
converges toward the transverse scattering rate (59) in-
dependent of polarization. Likewise, in the unpolarized
case n/n+n− → 4/n and I1 → 0, and the longitudinal
scattering time converges toward the transverse scatter-
ing time (66) for all temperatures.

IV. RESULTS

A. Three dimensions

Fig. 1 shows the transverse and longitudinal spin diffu-
sivity D⊥ and D∥ vs reduced temperature T/TF in three
dimensions. Within kinetic theory the transverse and
longitudinal diffusivities are equal in two limits: for un-
polarized gases (M = 0) at arbitrary temperature, and in
the Boltzmann limit T ≫ TF for arbitrary polarization.
We therefore focus our study on the polarized gas in the
quantum degenerate regime where D⊥ and D∥ differ: as
the polarization increases the transverse diffusivity D⊥

decreases at low temperatures and reaches a finite value
as T → 0. This is in marked contrast to the longitu-
dinal diffusivity which due to Pauli blocking diverges as
D∥ ∼ T−2 for a normal Fermi liquid within Born approx-
imation or using the vacuum T -matrix.

In Fig. 1 the diffusivities have been computed with the
vacuum scattering cross section, and the behavior agrees
qualitatively with that in Born approximation [10]. How-
ever, as explained in section IIA, in a systematic 1/N
expansion to leading order one has to use the medium
scattering cross section in combination with the ther-
modynamic functions of the free Fermi gas [28]. The
many-body T -matrix (4) has to be computed numeri-
cally, and the solution of the Boltzmann equation re-
quires a three-dimensional integral. The resulting diffu-
sivity D⊥ is shown in Fig. 2: in the nondegenerate regime
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Figure 1 |Quench of a 2D Fermi gas in which all atoms were initially prepared in the | #i state. a, A ⇡/2-pulse prepares the Fermi gas polarized in the
S

y

-direction. b, A magnetic field gradient @B

z

/@x causes the spins to acquire different phase angles �(x) in the equatorial plane. c, Collisions tilt the spins
out of the equatorial plane owing to the identical spin-rotation effect. The acquired projection along S

z

, together with the motion of the atoms in the
harmonic trap, impedes rephasing of the spins when the magnetic field gradient is reversed. The spin states are shown in the rotating frame.
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Figure 2 | Spin-echo signals in the strongly interacting regime. a, Transverse spin diffusion constant D? as a function of interaction strength deduced
from the decay constant 0 of the spin-echo signal. The error bars denote the 1� uncertainty of the fit. Inset: spin-echo signal at ln(kFa2D) = �0.2. The blue
line is a fit / exp[�(20⌧ )3]. b,c, Illustration of the different spatial variation of Fermi surfaces of a polarized Fermi gas for the case of longitudinal (b) and
transverse (c) spin diffusion.
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• transverse spin current precesses around local magnetization

Observation of the Leggett-Rice Effect in a Unitary Fermi Gas
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We observe that the diffusive spin current in a strongly interacting degenerate Fermi gas of 40K precesses
about the local magnetization. As predicted by Leggett and Rice, precession is observed both in the Ramsey
phase of a spin-echo sequence, and in the nonlinearity of the magnetization decay. At unitarity, we measure
a Leggett-Rice parameter γ ¼ 1.08ð9Þ and a bare transverse spin diffusivityD⊥

0 ¼ 2.3ð4Þℏ=m for a normal-
state gas initialized with full polarization and at one-fifth of the Fermi temperature, where m is the atomic
mass. One might expect γ ¼ 0 at unitarity, where two-body scattering is purely dissipative. We observe
γ → 0 as temperature is increased towards the Fermi temperature, consistent with calculations that show the
degenerate Fermi sea restores a nonzero γ. Tuning the scattering length a, we find that a sign change in γ
occurs in the range 0 < ðkFaÞ−1 ≲ 1.3, where kF is the Fermi momentum. We discuss how γ reveals the
effective interaction strength of the gas, such that the sign change in γ indicates a switching of branch
between a repulsive and an attractive Fermi gas.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.015301 PACS numbers: 67.85.Lm, 67.10.Jn, 75.76.+j

Transport properties of unitary Fermi gases have been
studied extensively in the past few years. Because of strong
interparticle interactions at unitarity, various transport coef-
ficients like viscosity and spin diffusivity are bounded [1–3]
by a conjectured quantum minimum [4–6], in three dimen-
sions. On the other hand, transport in two-dimensional
unitary Fermi gases shows anomalous behavior, apparently
violating a quantum limit [7]. This remains to be understood.
In the case of spin diffusion, experiments so far [2,3,7]

have been interpreted with a spin current proportional to
the magnetization gradient, Jj ¼ −D∇jM, where D is the
diffusion constant [8], and M ¼ hMx;My;Mzi is the local
magnetization. Bold letters indicate vectors in Bloch space
and the subscript j ∈ f1; 2; 3g denotes spatial direction.
In general, Jj has both a longitudinal component J ∥

j ∥M
and a transverse component J⊥j ⊥M. Longitudinal spin
currents are purely dissipative, and the standard diffusion
equation applies [5,6,9,10]. However, as Leggett and Rice
pointed out [11], the transverse spin current follows

J⊥j ¼ −D⊥
eff∇jM − γM ×D⊥

eff∇jM; ð1Þ

where D⊥
eff ¼ D⊥

0 =ð1þ γ2M2Þ is the effective transverse
diffusivity and γ is the Leggett-Rice (LR) parameter [12] [see
Fig. 1(a)]. Physically, the second term describes a reactive
component of the spin current that precesses around the local
magnetization. This precession has been observed in weakly
interacting Fermi gases [7,13,14] and is a manifestation of
the so-called identical spin-rotation effect [15], which is
intimately related to the LR effect [16]. In a unitary Fermi
gas, however, neither the existence of the LR effect nor the

value of γ has been measured. In this Letter, we provide the
first evidence for LR effects in a unitary Fermi gas, and
measure γ using a spin-echo technique.
Our experiments are carried out in a trapped cloud of 40K

atoms using the two lowest-energy Zeeman states j% zi of
the electronic ground-state manifold [17]. Interactions
between these states are tuned by the Feshbach resonance
[21] at 202.1 G. We start with a completely spin-polarized
sample in the lowest-energy state j − zi. This large initial
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FIG. 1 (color online). The Leggett-Rice effect. (a) In a trans-
verse spin spiral along xj, the gradient ∇jM⊥M drives a spin
current Jj⊥M, as described by Eq. (1). For γ ≠ 0, Jj is rotated
around M by arctanðγÞ compared to ðJjÞγ¼0. In a spin-echo
experiment, this causes both a slower decay of amplitude, A ¼
jMx þ iMyj shown in (b), as well as an accumulated phase, ϕ ¼
− argðiMx −MyÞ shown in (c). The case of θ ¼ 5π=6 and full
initial polarization is plotted. Dashed lines in (b) and (c) show
γ ¼ 0, and gray lines show steps of 0.2 up to γ ¼ %1.
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diffusive reactive (Leggett-Rice)

• imprint local perturbation on fluid:

Leggett & Rice 1968, 1970
(illustration: Trotzky 2015)
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interaction dependence:
minimum near unitarity
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Notice that λ has two contributions: Fa
0 , corresponding to

the effective magnetic field produced by local magnetization,
and Fa

1 , corresponding to a spin vector potential created by
a local spin current. The latter has no analogue for weakly
interacting fermions. A spin-echo experiment such as ours
can constrain Fa

1 , if all other LFL parameters are known.
We find λ ≈ −0.2 at unitarity, smaller in magnitude than
2.1 ≤ λ ≤ 2.7 in liquid 3He [29]. Combined with Fa

0 ¼
1.1ð1Þ from thermodynamic measurements, this implies
Fa
1 ≈ 0.5 for a unitary Fermi gas. Repeating our measure-

ments at smaller magnetization and lower temperature would
provide a test of LFL theory for a unitary gas. For instance,
our estimated value of Fa

1 is near the upper limit to be
consistent with Fs

1 ¼ 0.4ð1Þ determined from m$ in a
balanced gas [27], since LFL theory requires Fa

1 < Fs
1 [30].

Figures 3 and 4 show how spin transport depends on
temperature and interaction strength. We reinterpret our
earlier work [3] to have observed the effective diffusivity
D⊥

eff ; whereas here we find both γ and the bare D⊥
0 . Within

the range of parameters explored,D⊥
0 is still consistent with

the conjectured limit [4–6].

We compare our data to a kinetic theory [17,24] in which
collisions are described in terms of the many-body T matrix
T ð~q;ωÞ, which gives the low-energy effective interaction
between fermions near the Fermi surface, whose center-of-
mass momentum and energy are ℏ~q and ℏω, respectively
[17]. Kinetic theory relates γ to a momentum average of T
[17,24]; this result is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. At low
temperatures, T is peaked about ~q ¼ 0, ω ¼ 0, and γ is
well approximated by γ ¼ −ReT ð~0; 0Þτ⊥n=ℏ, where n is
number density [9]. We use this to interpret some of our
results in what follows. A simple interpretation of T
is given by its weakly interacting limit in vacuum, T →
−ð4πℏ2=mÞfðkÞ, where fðkÞ ¼ −1=ða−1 þ ikÞ is the
s-wave scattering amplitude, a is the s-wave scattering
length, and k is the relative wave vector of two colliding
fermions. More generally, the sign of ReT reveals whether
dressed interactions in the gas are attractive or repulsive [17].
The conceptual simplicity of λ is that the ratio −γ=D⊥

0
eliminates τ⊥, leaving a quantity proportional to ReT .
However, m$ is not known for the full range of
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FIG. 3. Spin transport at unitarity. (a) The measured LR
parameter γ, (b) diffusivity D⊥

0 , and (c) the ratio λ0 ¼ −ℏγ=
ð2mD⊥

0 Þ are shown versus the initial reduced temperature
ðT=TFÞi. Solid points are each from a phase-sensitive measurement
as shown in Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical error bars represent
statistical and fit uncertainties. For these data, N ranges from
50ð5Þ × 103 at low temperature to 18ð4Þ × 103 at high temper-
ature. Open circles are results from a fit of Eq. (3) to θ≃ π=2 data
such as the black circles in Fig. 2(a), and also to data from Ref. [3].
Here, we fixMz and vary γ (chosen a posteriori to be non-negative)
and D⊥

0 . Although the two methods provide similar values on
average, the phase-sensitive measurements provide reduced scatter
for γ ≲ 0.5, and are sensitive to the sign of γ. Solid lines show a
kinetic theory calculation in the limit of large imbalance, and using
the local reduced temperature at peak density [17].
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FIG. 4. Effect of interaction strength on spin transport. (a) LR
parameter γ, (b)D⊥

0 , and (c) λ0 as a function of ðkFaÞ−1. The error
bars represent fit uncertainties. For these data, ðT=TFÞi ¼
0.18ð4Þ and N ¼ 40ð10Þ × 103, where uncertainty is due to
number variation between runs. In the range 0 < ðkFaÞ−1 ≲ 1.3
(indicated in gray) both free atoms and Feshbach dimers are
present, as discussed in the text and in Fig. 5. Solid lines show a
kinetic theory calculation [17] at ðT=TFÞi ¼ 0.20; the dotted line
in (c) shows the weakly interacting limit λ0 ¼ ½π=ð2kFaÞ − 1'−1
for a balanced T ¼ 0 gas [16]. The inset to (c) shows λ−10 ,
and includes a calculation using the momentum averaged upper
branch T matrix (solid line) as well as λ−10 ¼ ð4ϵF=3nÞT −1ð~0; 0Þ.
The sign change of λ0 at 0.4 ≤ ðkFaÞ−1 ≤ 1 is a robust feature of
theory, and is consistent with our data.
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temperature dependence:
quantum limited diffusion at unitarity

Notice that λ has two contributions: Fa
0 , corresponding to

the effective magnetic field produced by local magnetization,
and Fa

1 , corresponding to a spin vector potential created by
a local spin current. The latter has no analogue for weakly
interacting fermions. A spin-echo experiment such as ours
can constrain Fa

1 , if all other LFL parameters are known.
We find λ ≈ −0.2 at unitarity, smaller in magnitude than
2.1 ≤ λ ≤ 2.7 in liquid 3He [29]. Combined with Fa

0 ¼
1.1ð1Þ from thermodynamic measurements, this implies
Fa
1 ≈ 0.5 for a unitary Fermi gas. Repeating our measure-

ments at smaller magnetization and lower temperature would
provide a test of LFL theory for a unitary gas. For instance,
our estimated value of Fa

1 is near the upper limit to be
consistent with Fs

1 ¼ 0.4ð1Þ determined from m$ in a
balanced gas [27], since LFL theory requires Fa

1 < Fs
1 [30].

Figures 3 and 4 show how spin transport depends on
temperature and interaction strength. We reinterpret our
earlier work [3] to have observed the effective diffusivity
D⊥

eff ; whereas here we find both γ and the bare D⊥
0 . Within

the range of parameters explored,D⊥
0 is still consistent with

the conjectured limit [4–6].

We compare our data to a kinetic theory [17,24] in which
collisions are described in terms of the many-body T matrix
T ð~q;ωÞ, which gives the low-energy effective interaction
between fermions near the Fermi surface, whose center-of-
mass momentum and energy are ℏ~q and ℏω, respectively
[17]. Kinetic theory relates γ to a momentum average of T
[17,24]; this result is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. At low
temperatures, T is peaked about ~q ¼ 0, ω ¼ 0, and γ is
well approximated by γ ¼ −ReT ð~0; 0Þτ⊥n=ℏ, where n is
number density [9]. We use this to interpret some of our
results in what follows. A simple interpretation of T
is given by its weakly interacting limit in vacuum, T →
−ð4πℏ2=mÞfðkÞ, where fðkÞ ¼ −1=ða−1 þ ikÞ is the
s-wave scattering amplitude, a is the s-wave scattering
length, and k is the relative wave vector of two colliding
fermions. More generally, the sign of ReT reveals whether
dressed interactions in the gas are attractive or repulsive [17].
The conceptual simplicity of λ is that the ratio −γ=D⊥

0
eliminates τ⊥, leaving a quantity proportional to ReT .
However, m$ is not known for the full range of
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FIG. 3. Spin transport at unitarity. (a) The measured LR
parameter γ, (b) diffusivity D⊥

0 , and (c) the ratio λ0 ¼ −ℏγ=
ð2mD⊥

0 Þ are shown versus the initial reduced temperature
ðT=TFÞi. Solid points are each from a phase-sensitive measurement
as shown in Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical error bars represent
statistical and fit uncertainties. For these data, N ranges from
50ð5Þ × 103 at low temperature to 18ð4Þ × 103 at high temper-
ature. Open circles are results from a fit of Eq. (3) to θ≃ π=2 data
such as the black circles in Fig. 2(a), and also to data from Ref. [3].
Here, we fixMz and vary γ (chosen a posteriori to be non-negative)
and D⊥

0 . Although the two methods provide similar values on
average, the phase-sensitive measurements provide reduced scatter
for γ ≲ 0.5, and are sensitive to the sign of γ. Solid lines show a
kinetic theory calculation in the limit of large imbalance, and using
the local reduced temperature at peak density [17].
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FIG. 4. Effect of interaction strength on spin transport. (a) LR
parameter γ, (b)D⊥

0 , and (c) λ0 as a function of ðkFaÞ−1. The error
bars represent fit uncertainties. For these data, ðT=TFÞi ¼
0.18ð4Þ and N ¼ 40ð10Þ × 103, where uncertainty is due to
number variation between runs. In the range 0 < ðkFaÞ−1 ≲ 1.3
(indicated in gray) both free atoms and Feshbach dimers are
present, as discussed in the text and in Fig. 5. Solid lines show a
kinetic theory calculation [17] at ðT=TFÞi ¼ 0.20; the dotted line
in (c) shows the weakly interacting limit λ0 ¼ ½π=ð2kFaÞ − 1'−1
for a balanced T ¼ 0 gas [16]. The inset to (c) shows λ−10 ,
and includes a calculation using the momentum averaged upper
branch T matrix (solid line) as well as λ−10 ¼ ð4ϵF=3nÞT −1ð~0; 0Þ.
The sign change of λ0 at 0.4 ≤ ðkFaÞ−1 ≤ 1 is a robust feature of
theory, and is consistent with our data.
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Transport regimes

• conserved particle current:     σ(ω)=δ(ω)

• almost conserved current: 
σ(ω)=τ/(1+ω2τ2)
by extrinsic processes 
(Umklapp, impurities): 
nonuniversal

• nonconserved spin current:
quantum limited width τ -1 ~ T
incoherent transport, universal,
Planckian dissipation
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Incoherent transport by Scale invariance?

• Unitary Fermi gas (UFG) quantum limited   ✔ ︎

• lower D / viscosity away from unitarity  ✘

Enss & Thywissen, 1805.05354, Annu. Rev. CMP (2019)
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Figure 1

Evidence for dissipation bounds in spin dynamics. a [from (25):] Longitudinal spin di↵usivity versus reduced
temperature T/T

F

. At low temperature, the di↵usivity approaches a constant value of 6.3(6)~/m for a temperature below
about 0.5T

F

. Correcting for inhomogeneous gradients, the intrinsic value may be lower: see also Figure 4a. b [from
(26):] Normalized global relaxation time ~!2

z

/�
SD

E

F" of the spin dipole mode of the polarized Fermi gas as a function of
the reduced temperature T/T

F", where T

F" is the local Fermi temperature at the center of the majority cloud. The solid
curve is the low temperature limit / T

2 from (39). The dashed curve is the high-temperature limit 0.08
p

T

F"/T . c [from
(28):] Transverse spin di↵usivity versus interaction strength for a 3D Fermi gas at initial T/T

F

= 0.2. Solid line shows a
kinetic theory calculation for a uniform gas. d [from (29)]: Transverse spin di↵usivity versus interaction strength for a 2D
Fermi gas with T/T

F

= 0.31(2) (black circles) and T/T

F

= 0.21(3) (open squares). The lines are predictions for
T/T

F

= 0.3 by kinetic theory. The conjectured quantum bound would exclude the shaded areas in (c,d).

2. SPIN TRANSPORT

Spin transport describes how the local magnetization ~M(r, t) of a polarized system evolves

in space and time. We start with the simplest hydrodynamic evolution equation and explain

the basic phenomena of longitudinal and transverse spin transport. Microscopic physics is

contained within transport coe�cients, such as di↵usivity and spin-rotation parameters,

whose values for ultracold atomic gases we discuss in §3.

~a: Vector notation
for spin-space, i.e.
a

↵

where
↵ = {x, y, z}.

a: Spatial vector,
i.e. a

i

where
i = {1, 2, 3}.

2.1. Spin hydrodynamics

The local magnetization obeys the continuity equation

@
t

~M + @
i

~J
i

= ~M ⇥ ~!
L

. 1.

The magnetization ~M(r, t) is a Bloch vector in spin space, and it changes in time either

by a spin current ~J
i

(r, t) to a neighboring volume element in spatial direction i, or by

www.annualreviews.org
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We determine hαSi both on resonance, where hαSi ¼
hαSi0 is temporally constant, and at finite 1=ðkFIaÞ, initially
ignoring the time dependence arising from the finite
scattering length, which we include later in Eq. (6).
Figure 1 shows the difference ΔhαSi ¼ hαSi − hαSi0
between the hαSi determined at finite 1=ðkFIaÞ and the
resonant value hαSi0. We determine hαSi0 from a poly-
nomial fit to the resonant shear viscosity as a function of
~E=EF [25].
We find that the minimum in shear viscosity occurs on

the BEC side of resonance, Fig. 1(c). Further, we note that
the ΔhαSi depends strongly on the magnitude and sign of
the interaction strength 1=ðkFIaÞ. Generally, on the BEC
side of resonance 1=ðkFIaÞ > 0, we find that ΔhαSi
increases with increasing energy, which may arise from
a corresponding decrease in the dimer fraction, as discussed
further below. On the BCS side of resonance 1=ðkFIaÞ < 0,
ΔhαSi decreases with increasing energy, which may arise
from reduced Pauli blocking; i.e., the collision rate
increases with temperature in the degenerate regime.
Clearly, a simple quadratic dependence on the interaction
strength is insufficient to encompass all the observed
behavior of ΔhαSi.
In order to investigate further, we fit a linear energy

dependence toΔhαSi for each interaction strength 1=ðkFIaÞ
as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, ΔhαSi is plotted as a function

of 1=ðkFIaÞ for a fixed energy ~E=EF ¼ 1. We see a
nominally parabolic dependence on 1=ðkFIaÞ, with the
minimum clearly shifted toward the BEC side of resonance.
Setting ΔhαSi ¼ ~c0 þ ~c1=ðkFIaÞ þ ~c2=ðkFIaÞ2, we fit the
data shown in Fig. 1 excluding the two extreme 1=ðkFIaÞ
points where a simple perturbation expansion in 1=ðkFIaÞ
is likely to break down. We find ~c0 ¼ 0.0, ~c1 ¼ −1.7, and
~c2 ¼ 4.8. Recall that we have ignored the expansion time
dependence arising from the finite scattering length.
Therefore, we can only draw qualitative conclusions from
our fit to ΔhαSi versus 1=ðkFIaÞ.
We now obtain quantitative results for the dependence of

the shear viscosity on 1=ðkFIaÞ by including the explicit
time dependence of the shear viscosity coefficients and
refitting the data. Using dimensional analysis, the leading-
order scattering-length-dependent terms in local shear
viscosity take the forms ℏnf1ðθÞ=ðkFaÞ ℏnf2ðθÞ=
ðkFaÞ2, where f1;2ðθÞ are dimensionless functions of the
reduced temperature. Then, in the scaling approximation
described above, the density n ∝ k3F decreases by the
volume scale factor Γ as the cloud expands, so that
1=kF ∝ Γ1=3ðtÞ. For the viscosity coefficients, we again
approximate the temperature to zeroth order as evolving
adiabatically, so that f1;2ðθÞ are temporally constant.
Averaging over the cloud volume, as in Eq. (2), we then
obtain the general form for the time-dependent cloud-
averaged viscosity coefficient,

hαSi ¼ hαSi0 þ c1
Γ1=3ðtÞ
kFIa

þ c2
Γ2=3ðtÞ
ðkFIaÞ2

: ð6Þ

In the spirit of a perturbation expansion in 1=ðkFIaÞ about
resonance at fixed ~E, the first term is taken to be the shear

FIG. 1 (color online). Difference in shear viscosity on and off
resonance, ΔhαSi, versus energy ~E=EF and interaction strength
1=ðkFIaÞ. On the BEC side of resonance (left column),
1=ðkFIaÞ ¼ (a) 0.83(6), (b) 0.55(5), and (c) 0.25(3). On the
BCS side of resonance (right column) 1=ðkFIaÞ ¼ (d) −0.61ð1Þ,
(e) −0.34ð1Þ, and (f) −0.16ð3Þ. Red line denotes linear fit to
ΔhαSið ~EÞ. Dotted red lines show 1-σ confidence interval. Blue
(solid) lines show the resonant shear viscosity hαSi0, (which
denotes zero by construction).

FIG. 2 (color online). Difference in shear viscosity on and
off resonance, ΔhαSi, versus interaction strength 1=ðkFIaÞ at an
energy of ~E=EF ¼ 1. Black circles represent ΔhαSi obtained
from the linear fits in Fig. 1. Vertical error bars are the 1–σ
confidence interval of the fits. The red (parabolic curve) is the
best fit of ~c0 þ ~c1=ðkFIaÞ þ ~c2=ðkFIaÞ2 to the data with
~c0 ¼ 0.0, ~c1 ¼ −1.7, and ~c2 ¼ 4.8. From the fit, the minimum
occurs at 1=ðkFaÞ ¼ 0.18.
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Incoherent transport by Scale invariance?

• 2D: scale invariance most strongly broken in crossover, still lowest D    ✘
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Bounds by Quantum critical transport?

• Unitary Fermi gas in 
quantum critical regime  ✔ ︎

• incoherent metals not always quantum critical (Cu, Au)  ✘

attractive repulsive

(scale invariant)
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Quantum critical transport in the unitary Fermi gas

Tilman Enss
Physik Department, Technische Universität München, D-85747 Garching, Germany
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The thermodynamic and transport properties of the unitary Fermi gas at finite temperature T are governed by
a quantum critical point at T = 0 and zero density. We compute the universal shear viscosity to entropy ratio
η/s in the high-temperature quantum critical regime T ≫ |µ| and find that this strongly coupled quantum fluid
comes close to perfect fluidity η/s = h̄/(4πkB ). Using a controlled large-N expansion, we show that already
at the first nontrivial order the equation of state and the Tan contact density C agree well with the most recent
experimental measurements and theoretical Luttinger-Ward and bold diagrammatic Monte Carlo calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.86.013616 PACS number(s): 03.75.Ss, 05.30.Fk, 51.20.+d

I. INTRODUCTION

The unitary Fermi gas is a basic many-body problem which
describes strongly interacting fermions ranging from ultracold
atoms near a Feshbach resonance [1–3] to dilute neutron
matter. The properties in the dilute limit are independent of
the microscopic details of the interaction potential and share
a common universal phase diagram. A quantum critical point
(QCP) at zero temperature governs the critical behavior in the
whole phase diagram as a function of temperature T , chemical
potential µ, detuning from the Feshbach resonance ν, and
magnetic field h [4–6]. Whereas conventional QCPs separate
two phases of finite density, in our case the density itself is the
order parameter which vanishes for µ < 0 and assumes a finite
value for µ > 0 [6]. In the spin-balanced case h = 0 and at
resonance ν = 0 the Fermi gas is unitary and scale invariant. In
terms of the thermal length λT = h̄(2π/mkBT )1/2 the density
equation of state nλ3

T = fn(µ/kBT ) is a universal function
which has been measured experimentally [7,8]. The unitary
Fermi gas becomes superfluid at a universal Tc(µ) ≈ 0.4 µ [8];
see Fig. 1. In this work we focus on the quantum critical
regime T > 0 above the QCP at h = 0, ν = 0, and µ = 0,
where nλ3

T = fn(0) ≈ 2.9 is a universal constant. Since the
thermal length λT is comparable to the mean particle spacing
n−1/3, quantum and thermal effects are equally important.
There is no small parameter, and it is a theoretical challenge to
compute the critical properties. Recent measurements [8] and
computations [9,10] of the equation of state now agree to the
percent level. However, a precise determination of transport
properties is much more demanding.

In order to reliably estimate transport coefficients we
perform controlled calculations in a large-N expansion [5,11].
Due to the lack of an intrinsic small parameter we introduce
an artificial small parameter, 1/N , which organizes the
different diagrammatic contributions, or scattering processes,
into orders of 1/N . The original theory is recovered in
the limit N = 1. One can perform controlled calculations
by including all diagrams up to a certain order in 1/N ,
and these approximations can be systematically improved
by going to higher order. This approach is similar to the ε
expansion in the dimension of space. The advantage over
perturbation theory is that it is controlled even at strong
interaction, while in contrast to quantum Monte Carlo it works
directly in the thermodynamic limit and needs no finite-size
scaling.

We thus obtain results for the Tan contact density [12–14]
and the transport properties in the quantum critical region.
The shear viscosity η = h̄λ−3

T fη(µ/kBT ) assumes a universal
value at µ = 0. In kinetic theory η = P τ is given by the pres-
sure P times the viscous scattering time τ , which is related to
the incoherent relaxation time of the gapless critical excitations
above the QCP. The entropy density s = kBλ−3

T fs(µ/kBT ) at
µ = 0 is exactly proportional to the pressure, s = 5P/2T , and
the viscosity to entropy ratio (at N = 1),

η

s
= 2

5
T τ ≈ 0.74

h̄

kB

, (1)

is a universal number independent of temperature. A
temperature-independent ratio η/s = h̄/(4πkB) has been
found in certain string theories [15] and is conjectured to hold
as a lower bound in other models [16]. Strongly interacting
quantum fluids which saturate this bound are called perfect
fluids [17]. Among real nonrelativistic fluids the unitary Fermi
gas comes closest to the bound and is almost perfect [18–20],
while for graphene the viscosity decreases logarithmically with
temperature in the quantum critical regime [21].

We compare our large-N results at N = 1 [22] with exper-
imental measurements [8,19,23,24] and other theoretical ap-
proaches, including self-consistent Luttinger-Ward [18,25,26]
and bold diagrammatic Monte Carlo (BDMC) [9] calculations;
see Table I. The excellent agreement between experiment and
BDMC provides a reliable reference to assess the accuracy of
other methods. We find very good agreement of the pressure
P with large-N (3% above BDMC) and Luttinger-Ward (4%
below) calculations, just slightly outside the error bars, and
we find similarly good agreement for the entropy density s.
From the BDMC equation-of-state simulations of [9], one can

FIG. 1. (Color online) Universal phase diagram of the unitary
Fermi gas.
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• 2D: no interacting QCP  ✘
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Incoherent transport

• absence of quasiparticles: 

quasiparticles with long lifetime                     diffusion far above bound

• incoherent “metallic” transport: 

• can violate MIR bound parametrically if, e.g., number of carriers decreases
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Conclusions

• universal quantum bounds for incoherent spin transport
for strong scattering, but not necessarily scale invariance/quantum criticality

• map global (trap) dynamics to local transport: hydrodynamics and beyond
(dense core/dilute corona, quench dynamics,
 small systems; box potential)

• transport theory:
- efficient computation for strong coupling
- superfluid fluctuations near Tc (need vertex corrections)
- bounds in nonmetallic states (ferromagnet, superfluid)?
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FIG. 1. Solutions of the spin diffusion equation for a gas confined in a harmonic potential with deformation λ = 0.4. The contours show
the polarization P as a function of the dimensionless variables ρ̄ and z̄, and the vector field shows the spin current ȷ⃗ . The contour plots have
15 equally spaced contour lines between the maximum and minimum polarization at the center of the trap. The left panel shows a solution in
the high-temperature limit D = D(0)n(0)/n, and the right panel corresponds to the low-temperature limit D = D(0).

The experimental work reports the spin drag coefficient
$sd = ω2

z/$ in units of the Fermi Energy EF (0). Note that
EF (0) refers to the local Fermi energy at the trap center. The
result is based on the observed decay rate of the spin dipole
moment. In the high-temperature limit Sommer et al. find
$sd = 0.16 EF (0)(TF /T )1/2 [9]. The experimental paper does
not provide the value of λ, but states that in the regime that
was investigated the spin drag $sd/EF (0) is independent of λ.
Using Eqs. (11) and (15) we obtain the theoretical prediction

$sd = 1.81 EF (0)
$red(λ)

!
TF

T

"1/2

. (17)

For a strongly deformed cloud $red ! $red(0.1) ≃ 200, which
differs from the experimental result $red ≃ 11.3 by more than
an order of magnitude. Bruun and Pethick argued that the
discrepancy is related to the treatment of the dilute part of
the cloud, and suggested imposing a transverse cutoff r0 in
Eq. (14). The result is very sensitive to the precise value of r0,
but the experimental result can be understood for a reasonable
value r0 = 2.1l⊥, where l⊥ is the transverse oscillator length.

For comparison we have studied diffusion in a low-
temperature gas. Here, we assume that the low-temperature
limit corresponds to D = D(0), which means that the diffusion
constant is only a function of temperature and not of density.
This is a slight idealization, because in a degenerate Fermi gas
the diffusion constant is expected to exhibit the Landau Fermi
liquid behavior mD ∼ (TF /T )2 [16]. Combined with Eq. (11)
this result implies that mD has a minimum as a function of
T/TF , and that near the minimum there is a regime in which
the diffusion constant is approximately density independent.

In this limit the diffusion equation is

∂0P − D(0)
n

∇⃗[n∇⃗P ] = 0. (18)

The variational principle gives

$ " D(0)

#
d3x n(x)[∇⃗Pv(x)]2
#

d3x n(x)Pv(x)2
. (19)

This equation is minimized by $red = 2 and Pv(x) ∼ z,
independent of λ. The result that $red is approximately λ
independent is consistent with experiment, but the value of
$red is not. Whereas the value $red in the dilute limit is too
large, the value in the dense limit is too small. This suggest that
the correct spin current profile must be intermediate between
the structure in the high- and low-temperature limits.

In order to verify the variational estimates we have
numerically solved the diffusion equation in the high- and low-
temperature limits. In the high-temperature limit we assume
that D = D(0)n(0)/n. The diffusion equation in cylindrical
coordinates is

∂t̄ P − e−V̄

$
1
ρ̄

∂ρ̄(ρ̄∂ρ̄P ) + ∂2
z̄ P

%
= 0, (20)

where ρ̄ = (x2 + y2)1/2/lz and z̄ = z/lz are dimensionless
variables and V̄ = λ−2ρ̄2 + z̄2. The dimensionless time vari-
able is t̄ = mω2

zD(0)t/(2T ), so that $ is automatically given
in units of D(0)/l2

z . A solution of the diffusion equation for
λ = 0.4 is shown in Fig. 1. The decay constant of the spin
current is $red ≃ 29, which agrees with the variational estimate
$red = 29.2. It is important to note that the spin current is not
quasi-one-dimensional, even in a deformed trap.
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Additional material



Transport equations                                       [Enss, Haussmann, Zwerger 2011] 

• Single-particle Green functions:       Response to shear perturbations:

• correlation function (Kubo formula):

• transport via fermionic and bosonic modes: very efficient description, 
satisfies conservation laws (exact scale invariance and Tan relations)[Enss 2012]

• assumes no quasiparticles: beyond Boltzmann
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at unitarity,

T (0)
σℓ (τX1X

′
1) =

h̄2∇1∇′
1

m
δX1X′

1
δ(τ − τ1) , (5.8)

S(0)
ℓ (τX1X

′
1) =

!

2ḡ(Λ)−1δX1X′

1
δ(τ − τ1) for ℓ = 0

0 for ℓ = 2 .

(5.9)

The response of the grand potential to the exter-
nal field in terms of the fermionic Green’s functions
Gσ,XX′ = ⟨T ψσ(X)ψ†

σ(X ′)⟩ and bosonic Green’s func-

tions GB,XX′ = ⟨T ψB(X)ψ†
B(X ′)⟩ is

δΩ = tr[(δUσ)Gσ] + tr[(δUB)GB ] (5.10)

= tr[T (0)
σℓ Gσδhℓ(τ)] − tr[S(0)

ℓ Γ
δhℓ(τ)

(1 + 2hℓ(τ))2
] (5.11)

where the trace includes the spin sum. In the second line
the bosonic Green’s function is replaced by the vertex
function ΓXX′ = −g̃2GB,XX′ . Hence, we obtain

− δΩ

δhℓ(τ)
= −

"

σXX′

T (0)
σℓ (τXX ′)Gσ,X′X

+
1

(1 + 2hℓ(τ))2

"

XX′

S(0)
ℓ (τXX ′)ΓX′X . (5.12)

In particular for a static scaling perturbation hℓ=0(τ) ≡ h
we recover the Tan energy formula [27] with the correct
UV regularization,

3p = ⟨Πii⟩ = −dΩ

dh
= 2

"

kσ

h̄2k2

2m

#

nkσ − C

k4

$

= 2⟨H⟩ = 2ε .

(5.13)

The Kubo formula (3.1) in imaginary time can be re-
expressed in partial-wave components as

χℓ(τ) =

%

d3r ⟨T Πℓ(r, τ)Πℓ(0, 0)⟩ . (5.14)

On the other hand, the same stress correlation function
is given by the second derivative of the grand potential
(5.12),

χℓ(τ) = − δ2Ω

δhℓ(τ)δhℓ(0)

&

&

&

&

hℓ=0

= − tr[T (0)
σℓ (0)T̃σℓ(τ)] (5.15)

+ tr
'

S(0)
ℓ (0)

#

S̃ℓ(τ) − 4δ(τ)Γ(0)
$(

where the last term in the square brackets comes from
the explicit hℓ dependence in the second term of equation
(5.12). Note also that this last term is crucial to obtain
a vanishing bulk viscosity at unitarity a−1 = 0, as we
will show in Appendix B using the Ward identities that





FIG. 1: [color online] Diagrammatic contributions to the
fermionic and bosonic self-energies.

follow from scale invariance. T̃ℓ and S̃ℓ are the fermionic
and bosonic viscosity response functions

T̃σℓ(τXX ′) =
δGσ,XX′

δhℓ(τ)
= ⟨T Πℓ(τ)ψσ(X)ψ†

σ(X ′)⟩ ,

(5.16)

S̃ℓ(τXX ′) =
δΓXX′

δhℓ(τ)
= −g̃2⟨T Πℓ(τ)ψB(X)ψ†

B(X ′)⟩ .

(5.17)

Note that for the case of the shear viscosity where S(0)
ℓ =

0, the viscosity response function can be expressed by

the L function [47] as T̃ℓ = LT (0)
ℓ , and the correlation

function (5.15) reduces to the well-known form χℓ(τ) =

− tr[T (0)
σℓ (τ)LT (0)

σℓ (0)].
Up to now the derivation of the correlation function

(5.15) has been completely general and exact, but the
challenge remains to evaluate the viscosity response func-
tions T̃ℓ and S̃ℓ within the microscopic model. In the
following we shall do this within the T-matrix approxi-
mation.

We start from the Dyson equation for the fermionic
Green’s function Gσ,XX′ in the Matsubara formalism,

G−1
σ,XX′ = G−1

0,σXX′ − Uσ,XX′ − Σσ,XX′ (5.18)

with bare Green’s functions G0(K)−1 = −(ih̄ϵn + µ −
εk) and the external field Uσ,XX′ from equation (5.6).
In the T-matrix approximation the fermionic self-energy
describes how fermions scatter off pair fluctuations (cf.
Fig. 1a),

Σσ,XX′ = G−σ,X′X ΓXX′ . (5.19)

The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vertex function
which mediates the resonant Fermi-Fermi interaction is

Γ−1
XX′ = ḡ(Λ)−1 − UB,XX′ + G↑,XX′ G↓,XX′ . (5.20)

It contains the inverse bare coupling ḡ(Λ)−1 = g−1 −
mΛ/(2π2h̄2), the external field UB from equation (5.7),
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ℓ =

0, the viscosity response function can be expressed by

the L function [47] as T̃ℓ = LT (0)
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function (5.15) reduces to the well-known form χℓ(τ) =
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challenge remains to evaluate the viscosity response func-
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following we shall do this within the T-matrix approxi-
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We start from the Dyson equation for the fermionic
Green’s function Gσ,XX′ in the Matsubara formalism,

G−1
σ,XX′ = G−1

0,σXX′ − Uσ,XX′ − Σσ,XX′ (5.18)

with bare Green’s functions G0(K)−1 = −(ih̄ϵn + µ −
εk) and the external field Uσ,XX′ from equation (5.6).
In the T-matrix approximation the fermionic self-energy
describes how fermions scatter off pair fluctuations (cf.
Fig. 1a),
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The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the vertex function
which mediates the resonant Fermi-Fermi interaction is

Γ−1
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It contains the inverse bare coupling ḡ(Λ)−1 = g−1 −
mΛ/(2π2h̄2), the external field UB from equation (5.7),

Maki-Thompson Aslamazov-Larkin
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FIG. 2: [color online] Diagrammatic contributions to the
renormalized viscosity response functions Tℓ and Sℓ. (a) The
full fermionic response function Tℓ has Maki-Thompson and
Aslamazov-Larkin contributions, in addition to the bare ver-
tex T (0)

ℓ . (b) The full bosonic response function Sℓ has two
contributions which are equivalent for equal fermion masses
and populations, in addition to the bare vertex S(0)

ℓ . (c) The
viscosity correlation function is given by a skeleton diagram
with one bare and one renormalized viscosity response vertex
and full propagators (fermionic and bosonic). In particular,
the second diagram describes transport via collective modes.

and the bosonic self-energy (cf. Fig. 1b). As mentioned
above, the dynamics of the pair field at unitarity a−1 → 0
only arises from the excitation of fermion pairs while the
dynamics of the bosons is irrelevant. Since we consider
a balanced gas with equal populations of fermion species
µ↑ = µ↓ = µ we will henceforth drop the spin index σ.

The T-matrix approximation for the exact viscosity re-
sponse vertices is then obtained by taking the derivative
of the self-consistency equations (5.18)–(5.20) with re-
spect to the external field hℓ(τ) (cf. Fig. 2); in this way
it is guaranteed that the conservation laws are satisfied.
The amputated viscosity response vertex

Tℓ(τXX ′) = −δG−1
XX′

δhℓ(τ)
=

!

Y Y ′

G−1
XY T̃ℓ(τY Y ′)G−1

Y ′X′

(5.21)

is given by the variation of the Dyson equation (5.18)
with respect to hℓ(τ),

Tℓ(τXX ′) = T (0)
ℓ (τXX ′) + TMT

ℓ (τXX ′) + TAL
ℓ (τXX ′)

(5.22)

with the Maki-Thompson and Aslamazov-Larkin vertex

corrections

TMT
ℓ (τXX ′) =

δGX′X

δhℓ(τ)
ΓXX′ = T̃ℓ(τX ′X)Γ(XX ′) ,

(5.23)

TAL
ℓ (τXX ′) = GX′X

δΓXX′

δhℓ(τ)
= GX′X S̃ℓ(τXX ′) .

(5.24)

The amputated bosonic viscosity response vertex

Sℓ(τXX ′) = −δΓ−1
XX′

δhℓ(τ)
=

!

Y Y ′

Γ−1
XY S̃ℓ(τY Y ′)Γ−1

Y ′X′

(5.25)

is given by the derivative of the Bethe-Salpeter equation
(5.20),

Sℓ(τXX ′) = S(0)
ℓ (τXX ′) − 2GXX′ T̃ℓ(τXX ′) . (5.26)

The bosonic viscosity vertex describes the response of
the pair field to a scaling or shear perturbation. The

bare bosonic viscosity vertex S(0)
ℓ serves to remove the

UV divergence of the particle-particle loop (second term)
which is present only for the bulk viscosity ℓ = 0.

The self-consistent transport equations for the two-
channel model are equivalent to those of the standard
T-matrix approximation in a purely fermionic descrip-
tion. Specifically, the two fermionic vertex corrections
TMT

ℓ and TAL
ℓ above are precisely those arising in the

self-consistent solution of the integral kernel of the L
function, as introduced by Baym [47, equation (60)]. In
physical terms, the first term describes the interaction be-
tween two fermions by exchange of a single pair while in
the second term two pairs are exchanged. In the context
of calculating the change in conductivity due to super-
conducting fluctuations, these terms are called the Maki-
Thompson (MT) and Aslamazov-Larkin (AL) contribu-
tions respectively [49], a notation that will be used also
in the present context. Note that the second term ex-
plicitly includes particle-hole fluctuations, and it is also
referred to as the “box diagram” in a functional renor-
malization group approach to the thermodynamics of the
unitary Fermi gas [50]. These vertex corrections are in
fact crucial to obtain an approximation which satisfies
the conservation laws of the underlying model.

The self-consistent equations (5.18)–(5.26) have a
structure similar to the equations of the Luttinger-Ward
approach to the BCS-BEC crossover developed in our
previous work [51, 52]. In particular, using Fourier trans-
forms and the convolution theorem they become alge-
braic equations which afford an efficient numerical solu-
tion.

The numerical calculations are performed in three
steps. In the first step the Green’s function GXX′ and
the vertex function ΓXX′ are calculated by solving the
self-consistent equations (5.18)–(5.20) iteratively. With-
out the external fields Uσ and UB the Dyson and Bethe-
Salpeter equations are diagonal in Fourier space, while

   η(ω) =
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